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Tracking	and	vertexing	opportunities

FCC-UK:	a	discussion	concerning	UK	involvement	in	the	FCC	project	

Harald	Fox	(also	stand-in	for	Roy	Lemmon)	

Thanks	to	Phil	Allport,	Laura	Gonella,	Adrian	Bevan,	Jaap	Velthuis	
for	hints	and	discussions	and	to	everyone	who	(unwiLngly)	
contributed	slides.
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3d FCC Physics and Experiments Workshop 
Next steps

Dummy chips: blank, 300 mm wafers were procured and thinned  
down to 50 ȝP, under test

• they will serve first integration steps
• Next: adding a metallization layer with a heater for thermal tests

Towards the engineering module

L2

St
rip

St
rip

12 inch wafer
D=300m (11.8 inch)

<100> P-type  
Initial th. = 775um
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Extra Foam in Corners 

Add	thermally	conducting	foam	
in	corners	

First	Look	at	Thermal	FEA	of	HVCMOS	Tile	for	CEPC	Silicon	Tracker	 8	26/03/20	

Temperature Profile 

First	Look	at	Thermal	FEA	of	HVCMOS	Tile	for	CEPC	Silicon	Tracker	 7	26/03/20	

Module	/	Mini	Stave:	FEA	Simulation
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FCC-ee: The Lepton Collider 409

Table 3.10. Machine parameters.

Parameter Z WW ZH tt1 tt2
Beam Energy (GeV) 45.6 80 120 175 182.5
Beam current (mA) 1390 147 29 6.4 5.4
Number of bunches 16640 2000 328 59 48
Beam RF voltage (MV) 100 750 2000 9500 10 930
Run time (year) 4 2 3 1 4

System parameters

The main centre-of-mass operating points are around 91 GeV (Z pole), 160 GeV
(W pair production threshold), 240 GeV (Higgs factory) and 340–365 GeV (at and
above the tt threshold). Therefore, the system needs to evolve in steps. The system
parameters for each step are summarised in Table 3.10 [302].

The RF voltage requirement spans from 0.1 to 11GV. Running at the Z-pole,
the collider is an Ampere-class, heavily beam loaded machine, while at the tt energy
it becomes a high energy machine. A single system design to meet all four cases
is not e�cient [303]. For the Z-pole machine, the cavity shape must be optimised
with respect to higher order modes (HOM). This favours low frequency, low shunt
resistance and a low number of cells per cavity. For this energy point, a 400MHz
continuous wave (CW) RF system will be used, made up of 52 single-cell Nb/Cu
cavities per beam. This frequency is also the natural choice for the FCC-hh, which
can use the LHC as injector. The LHC also operates at this frequency. The chosen
approach, therefore, provides the opportunity to reuse a large part of the hardware
and infrastructure for a subsequent hadron collider. The 400 MHz single-cell system
can be built with today’s technology. Figure 3.16 (left picture) shows a single-cell
400 MHz Nb/Cu cavity built for the LHC.

A second operating scenario is considered for the ZH and tt threshold opera-
tion points where high acceleration e�ciency and multi-cell cavities are required
to optimise the total size and cost of the RF system. Four-cell 400 MHz Nb/Cu
cavities (Fig. 3.17) are chosen for the WW threshold and ZH modes of operation,
for reasons of beam loading and practicality. This choice allows for optimum reuse
of the Z pole RF power system and it minimises the installation and conditioning
time.

About 2600 cells are required to produce a total RF voltage of 11 GV at the
highest energy point. The small number of bunches and the low beam loading sug-
gest the possibility of a common RF system for both beams, with a special optics
described in Section 2.4.3. This common RF system can be accomplished by re-
aligning the already installed cavities (which earlier, in the H production mode, are
used for either one or the other beam) on a common beam axis and by installing
additional cavities to achieve an additional voltage of 7 GV. For this second part,
the relatively modest CW RF power per cavity at this operation point enables the
deployment of 800 MHz bulk-Nb five-cell cavities. A first prototype cavity (Fig. 3.16,
right picture) shows an excellent performance, with an unloaded Q value about two
times the target value [304]. Although these cavities must be operated at 2 K, they
provide a better acceleration e�ciency and result in a significantly reduced over-
all footprint and, hence, in potentially significant cost savings. Higher frequencies
have been excluded due to transverse impedance considerations and power coupler
limitations for CW operation.

The bulk-Nb cavities will be subjected to “fast cool downs”, to take advantage
of large temperature gradients to expel magnetic flux from the superconductor.
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Table 2.1. Machine parameters of the FCC-ee for di↵erent beam energies.

Z WW ZH tt
Circumference (km) 97.756
Bending radius (km) 10.760
Free length to IP `

⇤ (m) 2.2
Solenoid field at IP (T) 2.0
Full crossing angle at
IP ✓

(mrad) 30

SR power / beam (MW) 50
Beam energy (GeV) 45.6 80 120 175 182.5
Beam current (mA) 1390 147 29 6.4 5.4
Bunches / beam 16640 2000 328 59 48
Average bunch spac-
ing

(ns) 19.6 163 994 2763a 3396a

Bunch population (1011) 1.7 1.5 1.8 2.2 2.3
Horizontal emittance
"x

(nm) 0.27 0.84 0.63 1.34 1.46

Vertical emittance "y (pm) 1.0 1.7 1.3 2.7 2.9
Arc cell phase
advances

(deg) 60/60 90/90

Momentum com-
paction ↵p

(10�6) 14.8 7.3

Arc sextupole fami-
lies

208 292

Horizontal �
⇤
x (m) 0.15 0.2 0.3 1.0

Vertical �
⇤
y (mm) 0.8 1.0 1.0 1.6

Horizontal size at IP
�
⇤
x

(µ m) 6.4 13.0 13.7 36.7 38.2

Vertical size at IP �
⇤
y (nm) 28 41 36 66 68

Energy spread
(SR/BS) ��

(%) 0.038/0.132 0.066/0.131 0.099/0.165 0.144/0.186 0.150/0.192

Bunch length
(SR/BS) �z

(mm) 3.5/12.1 3.0/6.0 3.15/5.3 2.01/2.62 1.97/2.54

Piwinski angle
(SR/BS) �

8.2/28.5 3.5/7.0 3.4/5.8 0.8/1.1 0.8/1.0

Length of interaction
area Li

(mm) 0.42 0.85 0.90 1.8 1.8

Hourglass factor
RHG

0.95 0.89 0.88 0.84 0.84

Crab sextupole
strengthb

(%) 97 87 80 40 40

Energy loss / turn (GeV) 0.036 0.34 1.72 7.8 9.2
RF frequency (MHz) 400 400 / 800
RF voltage (GV) 0.1 0.75 2.0 4.0 / 5.4 4.0 / 6.9
Synchrotron tune Qs 0.0250 0.0506 0.0358 0.0818 0.0872
Longitudinal damp-
ing time

(turns) 1273 236 70.3 23.1 20.4

RF bucket height (%) 1.9 3.5 2.3 3.36 3.36
Energy acceptance
(DA)

(%) ±1.3 ±1.3 ±1.7 �2.8 +2.4

Notes. (a)A half ring is filled with the common RF scheme. (b)Relative to the geometrical
strength k2 = (✓x�

⇤
y�y,sext)

�1
p

�⇤x/�x,sext.

Start	off	with	the	most	
challenging	condiWon:	
• 20ns	bunch	spacing	
• high	number	triggers

``Low’’	field	strength	
requires	compensaWon	
to	achieve	good	pT		
resoluWon

∝	L2	
∝	B	
∝	σ	
∝	√N	
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Tracking

Nov. 2019 Sarah Eno, Beijing Workshop 15

• Very challenging requirement on track resolution
• Interesting that you need excellent track 

momentum resolution but not excellent 
electron/photon resolution.  Muons play a 
special role at an electron collider due to reduced 
backgrounds, drive by two measurements: Higgs 
mass and Higgs couplings to muons.

Charlie Young

ZH (ZÆPP)
Muon pt

Transparency may be 
more important than 
hit position 
resolution?  Can we 
relax the resolution 
specification?Re
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Impact	parameter	resoluWon	driven	by	separaWng	b,	c,	τ	
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CLD	detector

Single	point	resolution	

• 3	double	layers	3	×	3	μm	for	vertex,	0.6%	X0	each	

• 5	×	5	μm	for	innermost	disk	

• 7	×	90	μm	for	the	rest	tracker	(25	×	300	μm	pixel	
size);	1-1.5%	X0	

50	/	1100	hits		BX	in	VXD	from	IPC	(Incoherent	pair	
creation)	@	91/365	GeV	

• max	occupancy	1e-5	

• needs	to	be	integrated	over	a	few	μs	for	``slow’’	
detectors	

• 	negligible	

350	hits/BX	from	synchrotron	rad	@	365	GeV	

occupancy	O(1e-4	

More	need	for	PID?

5

not	(quite)	achievable	with	
180	nm	technology

can	be	done	with	
large	fill	factor	design

504 The European Physical Journal Special Topics

Table 7.2. Comparison of key parameters of CLD and CLIC detector models.

Concept CLICdet CLD
Vertex inner radius (mm) 31 17
Tracker half length (m) 2.2
Tracker outer radius (m) 1.5 2.1
ECAL absorber W
ECAL X0 22
HCAL absorber Fe
HCAL �I 7.5 5.5
Solenoid field (T) 4 2
Overall height (m) 12.9 12.0
Overall length (m) 11.4 10.6

7.3 The CLD detector design

The CLD detector has been adapted to the FCC-ee specificities from the most
recent CLIC detector model [481], which features a silicon pixel vertex detector and
a silicon tracker, followed by highly granular calorimeters (a silicon-tungsten ECAL
and a scintillator-steel HCAL). A superconducting solenoid provides a 2T magnetic
field, and a steel yoke interleaved with resistive plate muon chambers (RPC) closes
the field.

To compensate for the lower field strength, the tracker radius was enlarged from
1.5 to 2.1m. The HCAL depth was reduced from 7.5 to 5.5 nuclear interaction
lengths (�I) to profit from the lower centre-of-mass energy. Another di↵erence with
respect to CLIC stems from the continuous operation of the circular collider, which
hinders the use of power pulsing for the electronics. The impact on cooling and
material depends on technology choices and therefore detailed engineering studies
on cooling systems are needed. Based on the developments for the ALICE inner
tracking system upgrade (ITS) [482], the amount of material per layer for the vertex
detector has been increased by a factor 1.5 with respect to the CLIC vertex detector.

A comparison of the main parameters in the CLD concept and the CLIC detec-
tor model is presented in Table 7.2. The CLD concept is illustrated in Figure 7.4.
Figure 7.5 sketches a CLD installation in the experimental cavern; it also indicates
the shifted location and larger size of a later FCC-hh detector.

7.3.1 CLD tracking system

The CLD vertex detector (VXD) consists of a cylindrical barrel closed o↵ in the
forward directions by disks. The layout is based on double layers, made of two
sensitive layers fixed on a common support structure, which includes cooling circuits.
The barrel consists of three double layers (0.63 X0 each) and the forward region is
covered by three sets of double disks (0.70 X0 each).

The CLD concept features an all-silicon tracker. Engineering and maintenance
considerations led to a design with a main support tube for the inner tracker region
including the vertex detector. The inner tracker (IT) consists of three barrel layers
and seven forward disks. The outer tracker (OT) completes the system with an
additional three barrel layers and four disks. The overall geometrical parameters of
the tracker are given in Table 7.2.

Preliminary engineering studies have been performed for the CLIC detector to
define the support structures, cooling systems, etc. needed for the tracker barrel

Overview of the CLD detector proposal

Emilia Leogrande
Philipp Roloff

Oleksandr Viazlo
(CERN)

on behalf of the FCC collaboration

3rd FCC physics and
experiments workshop

CERN, 13/01/2020
58	m2	in	

outermost	layer



PhysicsIDEA	detector

‣ Vertex	detector	based	on	ALPIDE	
‣ 5	×	5	μm	point	resolution	
‣ 7	layer	vertex	system	@	0.3%	X0	

per	layer

6
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Tracking momentum precision (Outer Tracker) 
CLD: https://indico.cern.ch/event/727555/contributions/3461234/attachments/1869319/3075298/oviazlo_FCCweek2019.pdf

• Si 3/7 layers/disks (inner radius) + 3/4 layers/disks (outer radius) (12-40-70-100-160-210 cm)

• Hit resolution 1st layer 5 µm x 5 µm, next layers 7 µm x 90 µm, 1-1.5% X/X0 per layer* 

IDEA: https://indico.cern.ch/event/727555/contributions/3461233/attachments/1869153/3074984/FCC2019_IDEA_Pezzotti.pdf

• 2 Si-pixel layers at 32 and 34 cm + Drift Chamber 35-200 cm surrounded by two layers of Si-Strip 

* Impact of z-coordinate precision could be clarified, MAPs are good candidates for precision and to minimize X/X0 , cost benefit to be clarified

CLD - Si

Large # of measurement points and 

lower X/X0  of DC + wrapper winning 

over better hit resolution of Silicon

90 degree
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Tracking momentum precision (Outer Tracker) 
CLD: https://indico.cern.ch/event/727555/contributions/3461234/attachments/1869319/3075298/oviazlo_FCCweek2019.pdf

• Si 3/7 layers/disks (inner radius) + 3/4 layers/disks (outer radius) (12-40-70-100-160-210 cm)

• Hit resolution 1st layer 5 µm x 5 µm, next layers 7 µm x 90 µm, 1-1.5% X/X0 per layer* 

IDEA: https://indico.cern.ch/event/727555/contributions/3461233/attachments/1869153/3074984/FCC2019_IDEA_Pezzotti.pdf

• 2 Si-pixel layers at 32 and 34 cm + Drift Chamber 35-200 cm surrounded by two layers of Si-Strip 

* Impact of z-coordinate precision could be clarified, MAPs are good candidates for precision and to minimize X/X0 , cost benefit to be clarified

CLD - Si

Large # of measurement points and 

lower X/X0  of DC + wrapper winning 

over better hit resolution of Silicon

90 degree D.	Contardo,	FCC	Week,	January	2020

4Tracking Impact Parameter precision (vertex detector) 
CLD: https://indico.cern.ch/event/727555/contributions/3461234/attachments/1869319/3075298/oviazlo_FCCweek2019.pdf

• 3 double layers 0.6% X/X0 at 17, 37, 57 mm, 3 µm hit resolution
IDEA: https://indico.cern.ch/event/727555/contributions/3461233/attachments/1869153/3074984/FCC2019_IDEA_Pezzotti.pdf

• 5  single layers 0.3% X/X0 at 17, 23, 31 mm and 32 and 34 cm, 5 µm hit resolution

CLD CLD

Æ Simulations to disentangle geometry versus sensor parameters impact
Æ Sensors developments to achieve best hit resolution, lowest X/X0 and power consumption at the same time

• Given rates and timing requirements (detailed simulations are important)

‣ Outer	vertex	layer	at	r	=	34cm	
‣ Fast	drift	chamber	
‣ 1.6%	X0	in	total	
‣ DCH	also	provides	good	PID	
‣ 2	layer	Si	wrapper	at	r	≈	2m	

IDEA details

FCC Phys. & Det. Workshop, Jan. 2020 F. Bedeschi, INFN-Pisa3

Yoke/P chambers

Yoke/P
cham

bers

Solenoid

DCH

Small magnet

Small yoke



PhysicsDigression	into	CLIC	and	ILC

Bunch	trains	with	long	periods	of	no	
interaction				⇒					Power	pulsing	

• Reduces	average	power	
• Reduces	cooling	needs	
• Lower	X0	(×	1.5	in	FCC	CDR)	
See	e.g.	A.	Besson,	FCC-ee	workshop,	
January	2020	for	an	example	calculation	
based	on	MIMOSIS-I	
CLIC	comprehensively	investigated	sensor	
options:	Yellow	Report,	Detector	
Technologies,	2019			

7

FCCee workshop, January 2020 A.Besson, Strasbourg University 5 

(slide from Mogens Dam/Lucie Linssen) 

Chapter 3. Vertex and tracking detector
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Figure 3.62: Average total cluster size as a function of the track impact position within the pixel cell

for (a) the standard process at a threshold of 41 e! and for (b) the modified process at a

threshold of 50 e!. The different threshold values can be attributed to the slightly higher

pixel input capacitance and noise for the modified compared to the standard process [93].
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Figure 3.63: Performance of the standard and modified process for different threshold values: (a) spatial

resolution and (b) efficiency.

(Figure 3.63(a)) shows significantly lower values for the standard process over the full threshold range.

As visible in Figure 3.63(b), the increased charge sharing in the standard process also impacts

the efficient operation window at higher threshold values, resulting in a reduced single pixel signal that

causes a drop of the efficiency at higher threshold values. Even at low threshold values the measured

efficiency of (99.2±0.1)% for both process variants shows a discrepancy from 100% that can not be

explained by the stated statistical uncertainty. Since this deviation is visible for both process variants, it

is assumed to be caused by the data taking setup [93].

The timing residual is defined as the difference in time between the measured arrival time of the

first pixel of a reconstructed Investigator hit and the mean time of all hits on the telescope track. The

resulting residual distribution is presented in Figure 3.64 for both process variants. A Gaussian function
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is fitted to the timing residual within a range that contains 99.7% of all statistics. The timing resolution

!time is calculated unfolding the timing resolution of the telescope of !time,tele = 1.1ns [42] from the

width !Gauss of this fit. A slightly more precise analogue timing resolution of (5.1 ± 0.3)ns has been
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Figure 3.64: Timing residual distribution for (a) the standard process and (b) the modified process. Gaus-

sian fits in a range corresponding to 99.7% of all events are shown in red. The quoted timing

resolutions are obtained by unfolding the telescope resolution from the width of the Gaus-

sian fits, and the uncertainty corresponds to the statistical uncertainty on the fit values.

measured for the modified compared to the standard process where an analogue timing resolution of

(6.1 ± 0.5)ns has been measured. This is expected from the higher electric field in the sensor of the

modified process [93]. However, the measurement precision is limited by the 65MHz sampling rate of

the external ADCs on the readout board [93].

The time the signal of the seed pixel needs to rise from 10–90% of its total amplitude (T10!90) is

presented in Figure 3.65, showing a significantly slower charge collection of approximately 30 ns for the

standard process compared to approximately 15 ns for the modified process, consistent with the expected

slower charge collection in the non-depleted regions.
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Figure 3.65: Distribution of the time the signal needs to rise from 10–90% of its amplitude for both

process variants.
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Figure 3.57: Pixel multiplicities mapped into a single pixel, as measured in beam tests for an

ATLASpix_Simple sensor.
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Figure 3.58: ATLASpix_Simple residual distribution between the track impact point and the reconstruc-

ted hit on the detector along the (a) long and (b) short pixel dimension.

charge sharing or the electrode geometry. Figure 3.59 summarises the detection efficiency as a function

of the applied threshold (Figure 3.59(a)) and bias voltage (Figure 3.59(b)). The large operation window

for efficient functioning of the detector below 1500 e! threshold and above 40 V bias is well separated

from the noise region. Only below approximately 600 e!, a total noise rate on the full chip of more than

1 Hz is measured. The total noise rate of about 100 Hz at 500 e! threshold is still tolerable for operation

in the CLIC detector. Above a threshold of 1500 e! or a bias below 40 V, the efficiency degrades due

to small or shared signals not being detectable any more. The spatial resolution is not affected by the

detection threshold. This is due to the fact that almost no charge is shared among neighbouring pixels,

and thus the resolution is determined by the pixel geometry, approximately to pitch/
"

12.

Figure 3.60(a) illustrates the measured timing residual between the track time stamp and the hit

time reconstructed by the ATLASpix_Simple detector. The sensor has been operated at !75 V reverse

bias and the threshold was set to approximately 500 e!. A row-by-row correction of the propagation

delay along the metal lines to the periphery has been extracted and applied to the data. Due to the low

operating threshold, time walk in the front-end does not contribute significantly to the resolution, and

thus has not been corrected for here. The chip has been operated with a clock of 125 MHz, which results
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Figure 3.60: (a) Timing residual distribution between the telescope track and the hit on the AT-

LASpix_Simple sensor, and (b) variation of the width of the timing residual distribution

with the detection threshold .

3.9.1 Fabrication process

Figure 3.61 outlines the studied 180 nm imaging process. To create a depleted area around the collection

electrode, a bias voltage can be applied to the p-wells and the substrate. For the studied version of the

Investigator this bias voltage is limited to maximally 6 V, however further prototypes produced in this

technology allow for a higher bias voltage. Due to this bias voltage limit and the small junction area

around the collection electrode, achieving a full lateral depletion of the pixel cell is not guaranteed, as

illustrated in Figure 3.61(a), where the junction is marked by the yellow line and the edge of the de-

pleted area by the white line. Thus, to achieve a sizeable depletion in these sensors, a high resistivity

(1–8 k! cm) p-type epitaxial layer is used as sensing material. The epitaxial layer is grown on a low res-

istivity p-type substrate material. To improve the depletion behaviour, a recent process modification was

introduced, based on a deep planar junction that is caused by an additional deep n-doped implantation,

as depicted in Figure 3.61(b) [92].

3.9.2 The ALICE Investigator analogue test-chip

The standard imaging process has been chosen by the ALICE collaboration for a monolithic pixel de-

tector chip (ALPIDE) for use in the Inner Tracking System (ITS) upgrade of the ALICE detector [89]. In

the context of the optimisation studies for the ALPIDE chip, a small analogue test-chip, called Investig-

ator, was fabricated to study the analogue performance of the technology in detail. The Investigator chip

contains several small pixel matrices with 10"10 pixels, with design variations of the geometry and

circuitry of the pixels. The geometrical parameters of the pixel layout are highlighted by blue dashed

lines in Figure 3.61. Each pixel contains a source follower and the outputs of the inner 8"8 pixel sub-

matrix are buffered and routed in parallel off the chip, where they are sampled at 65 MHz and digitised

using a 14-bit sampling ADC. Furthermore, the Investigator chip has also been fabricated in the modified

process including the deep n-implant.
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ILC Power:  Results 

FCCee workshop, January 2020 A.Besson, Strasbourg University 12 

• Chip read-out speed 
–  2 Ps - 4 Ps  

 
• Power pulsing  

– Power ON, no beam during 1-3 ms 
¾ Leading parameter With NO P.P. 

– Power OFF: 10-30 mW/chip 
¾ Leading parameter with P.P. 

• Outer layers 
– Lower occupancy, larger surface 
– Power is dominated by outer layers   

• Beam background rate 
– TDR – TDR u 2 

 
• Resolution 

 

Period Relative Energy 

E during train 225 mJ ~ 4 % 

E between train (Power ON) 380 mJ ~ 6 % 

E between train (Power OFF) 5740 mJ ~ 90 % 

Beam background Read-out speed <Power (NO P.P.) <Power> (P.P.) 

rate (Ps) (W) Conservative Ambitious 

TDR 4 Ps 102 W  
 
 

~31 W 

 
 
 

~12 W 
TDR  2 Ps 122 W 

TDR x 2 4 Ps 107 W 

TDR x 2 2 Ps 127 W 

Layers Relative 
Power 

Layers 0/1 ~ 10 % 

Layers 2/3 ~ 35% 

Layers 4/5 ~ 55 % 

Pitch Resolution Power 

30 Pm ~ 5 Pm 1 

22 Pm ~ 4 Pm u2 (matrix) 

18 Pm ~ 3 Pm u4 (matrix) 

MIMOSIS-1	=	ALPIDE	+	high	rate	capability
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7Some recent Silicon technology demonstrators (≃ 2 x 2 cm2) 

CLIPS MALTA
CLICPix Cracov SoI CLIPS MALTA

ATLASPix

ALICE 
investigator

CCPD C3DP CLICTD

Silicon sensor R&D Hybrid SoI CMOS Monolthitic CCPD
Demonstrator CLICpix Cracov CLIPS (CLIC) ALICE investigator CLICTD Malta/Monopix ATLASpix(Mu3ePix) C3DP+CLICpix
Sensor planar planar planar HR-CMOS standard HR-CMOS modified process HV-CMOS
Connection to readout electronics bump bonding SoI SoI momolithic monolthitic monolithic monolitic CC with glue
ASIC technology (nm) 65 200 200 180(TJ) 180 (TJ) 180(TJ)/150(LF) 180(AMS)/150(LF) 65
Thickness (µm) 50 / 200 300 / 500 100 / 500 100 50 / 100 100 60 50
Pitch/cell size (µm x µm) 25 x 25 30 x 30 20 x 20 28 x 28 30 x 300 36 x 36 40 x 130 25 x 25
Hit resolution (µm) 9 / 3.5 5/2 4 4 12 7
Time resolution (ns) 6 < 10 5 7
Max NIEL (1 MeV neq/cm2)/TID (Mrad) O(10

16
)/Grad O(10

15
)/300 O(10

15
)/100

Modified HR-CMOS 
depletion (6V)

Modified HV-CMOS
depletion (< 100 V)

SoI process 
Si/ASIC wafers connected 

through Insulator Oxyde layer 

Smaller pitch and 
thinner planar and 3D 
sensors for resolution

Capacitive Coupling of HV 
CMOS design to ASIC 

through insulating glue with faster and higher rate readout capabilities 

CMOS	
ITS3	

HR-CMOS	
monol	
65(TJ)	
20-40	
20×20	

2	

D.	Contardo,	FCC	Week,	January	2020
ATLASPix3:	
50	×	150	μm	
can	be		
25	×	300	μm
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Readout 
speed

Analog Power 
mW/cm2

Digital Power
mW/cm2

Serial 
Powering

Mimosa28 185.6 μs 
160 MHz 41+63 46 

20 cm

Alpide 50/200 kHz  
400Mbps 6 (in matrix) 34 

1.5 cm

Malta 25 ns 70 3 - 80

AtlasPix3 25 ns 
400 Mbps 30 110 

50 cm

ITS3 65nm <20 (pixel 
matrix)

34 × 4 ?
28 cm

STAR	was	able	to	air-cool	Mimosa28,	without	disks	(sic!).		
All	sensor	opWons	are	within	a	small	factor	of	each	other	
Can	we	save	power	by	slowing	the	sensor	down,	or	being	
clever	with	a	data	aggregator?	
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17	

Stitching	and	power	consumption	

	walter.snoeys@cern.ch	

17	

Sensitive	area:	4.12	cm2	

Inner	Barrel:	36.9	mW/cm2	

Outer	Barrel:	20.2	mW/cm2		

In	the	matrix:		

(analog	+	digital)/area	

(			22.2		+			3.2			)/4.12	=	6.2	mW/cm2		

§  ALPIDE	power	consumption	in	the	matrix:		

§  Analog	~	5	mW/cm2		

§  Digital		~	1	mW/cm2	

§  Analog	will	hopefully	not	increase	too	much,	but	digital	will	if	we	are	not	careful	

§  Data	will	be	transmitted	over	28	cm	instead	of	1.5	cm	so	20x	in	distance,	digital	
power	density	will	increase	with	the	same	factor	if	line	toggles	are	not	reduced…	
(example	see	next	slide)	

There	is	a	factor	of	4-5	possible	in	reducWon

W.	Snoeyes,	FCC	Workshop,	January	2020
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Stitched Silicon Vertex Detector?
Stitching allows building circuits as large as an entire wafer 
(standard process for several CIS technologies)

CLIC 
Air Cooling

One of the main challenges of using gas cooling 
is to achieve a uniform gas delivery to all 
detector surfaces whilst minimizing the amount 
of material in the form of ducts/pipes.

ÎMinimize cooling material, use of  air cooling where possible, experimental characterisation and study of induced vibration

Air cooling
Cooling is provided by air flow through the 
carbon foam. Foam in thermal contact with 
silicon acts as a radiator.

Air Flow 

Mu3e 
Helium gas 

Cooling 

Mu3e  PSI
Kapton structure as base support

Air 
Cooling 

11

MINIMUM MECHANICS & COOLING MATERIAL: 
GAS COOLINGe+e- collisions

The	STAR	detector	cools	2	layers	of	
MIMOSA28	sensors	(150mW/cm2)	
with	an	air	flow	of	10	m/s,	but	without	
disks.	

CLIC	studied	50mW/cm2	for	the	CDR.	

UK	experience	with	Mu3e	and	PLUME.

4 VERTEX DETECTORS

uniformly distributed over the entire surface of each sensor and to contribute a heat load of 0.05 W/cm2

(see Section 10.2.2). Heat source concentrations can lead to higher local temperatures.
To simplify air delivery, an incoming air temperature of 289 K was assumed at the barrel. This

minimises the thermal insulation needed for air delivery and corresponds to a dew point that might be
expected in a collision hall, although a lower air delivery temperature could be achieved via double-
walled cooling lines. In that case, liquid coolant could be used in an outer shell and high-pressure air in
an inner line, with the air allowed to expand near the point of use.

The results obtained are shown in Figure 4.12 for the five barrel layers of the CLIC_SiD vertex
detector. This figure illustrates the effects of variations in flow division among the various barrel layers.
In particular, the temperature of the innermost layer is higher than that of other layers due to the limited
cross section available for flow between it and the beam pipe. Supplemental one- or two-phase cooling
may be needed for the innermost layer. The variation of temperature with flow rate in all layers illustrates
the critical nature of flow division calculations. The transition from laminar to turbulent flow seen in this
figure depends on total flow rate, the size of flow passages, the smoothness of surfaces, the extent to
which components project into the flow stream, and the way in which flow lines enter and leave the
barrel region. Normally, designs assume a relatively low or high flow rate to improve confidence in heat
removal predictions and lessen the need for testing of prototypes. Since vibrations are a potential issue,
testing is mandatory in any case for CLIC vertex detector structures. Ignoring the region between the
beam pipe and layer 1 (L1), flow velocities range from 2.2 m/s at the lowest total flow rate to 12 m/s at
the highest total rate. For the range of flow conditions studied, the temperature variation along the length
of a module is relatively small: ±0.2 to±2.0 K. Figure 4.12 suggests two options: supplemental cooling

290!
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310!

0! 100! 200! 300! 400!

T a
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Total Flow [g/s]!

L1!
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Incoming(air(=(289(K(

Fig. 4.12: Calculated average temperatures of the five barrel layers of the CLIC_SiD vertex detector as
function of the total air-flow rate.

for L1 and a total flow rate of about 70 g/s or no supplemental cooling with a total flow rate in the range
150 to 190 g/s. In either case, the possibility of lowering the air delivery temperature to roughly 280 K
should be considered.

Should a different coolant be required for the disks or supplemental cooling be required for the
barrel, one possibility is to use evaporative CO2. Evaporative CO2 cooling generally requires tubing with
an inside diameter of 1.5 mm or more for acceptable pressure drop and a wall thickness of 0.15 mm or
more for manufacturability and pressure containment; CO2 pressure at room temperature can rise to at
least 70 bar; round tubing is normally chosen to avoid shape changes with pressure. Materials considered
for tubing include stainless steel, aluminium, and titanium. Stainless steel has the advantages that it
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Thermal 
interface

Cooling blocks both side 37

0.02 0.82 0.56 12.6

0.03 1.25 0.71 12.7

0.04 1.64 0.80 12.9

0.05 2.02 0.86 12.9

q
[W cm-2]

Power
input 
[W]

Estim. 
power 
to flow

[W]

T
water
[°C]

T map [°C]

studies: peripheral cooling, no pipes on the stave

Carbon Fibre orientation Cold plate section

G.	Gargiulo,	CLIC	Tracker	Technology	MeeJng,	28/5/15	

ALICE	investigated	
end	of	stave	
cooling	for	their	
upgrade.	

Roughly	half	of	the	
input	power	can	
be	absorbed,	
leaving	a	ΔT	of	up	
to	23℃	within	the	
stave.

Thermal characterization

Pressure drop ∆P below 0.3 bar 

Water in 15°C--->Tchip <30°C

q   [W cm-2] G
[L h-1]

ΔTCHIP-H20
[K]

ΔTH2O
[K]

Δp 
[bar]

vH2O
[m s-1]

0.15 3.0 2.4 1.4 0.3 1.0

Water leakless (<1bar) baseline

ΔTCHIP-H20  [K]

Pixel max temperature non-uniformity < 5°C

Corrado Gargiulo, 28 May 2015 32

Air	cooling End-of-stave	cooling

Water	leakless
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ATLAS	uses	evaporative	CO2	cooling	within	thin	Ti	
pipes	running	within	the	staves.	

Technology	of	bending	and	welding	of	thin-walled	
Ti	pipes	has	been	developed	over	the	last	decade	
in	the	UK.	

CO2	cooling	is	very	powerful.	

Other	evaporative	coolants	(e.g.	C4F10)	are	
possible.

Cooling	II

13

9 Local Supports: Staves and Petals

Polyimide Hybrid
Silicon Sensor

Polyimide Bus Tape

Carbon fibre
closeouts
(C-channels)

Carbon Fibre
Facesheet

Readout ASICs

Carbon Fibre HoneycombHigh Thermal Conductivity Foam Titanium Cooling Tube

Figure 9.1: Schematic of the internal structure of the stave core, with the silicon sensors and ASICs
added. Glue layers are not shown. Not to scale.

Face-Sheets

Face-sheets are formed from layers of high-modulus unidirectional carbon-fibre material
with pre-impregnated radiation tolerant and low-CME cyanate ester resins (prepreg) to-
gether with a copper/polyimide bus-tape. The carbon-fibre material properties are dictated
by the overall stiffness requirements for the local support and the thermal requirements for
supporting the conduction of heat generated in the modules to the cooling structures em-
bedded in the core. The copper/polyimide bus-tapes are laminated together with three
layers of K13C2U/EX1515 (45 gsm, 40% resin content) prepreg in a [0,90,0] lay-up (where
“0 degrees” is along the stave/petal centre axis) in an autoclave at high pressure and tem-
perature (7 bar, 120�C). Due to the high coefficient for thermal expansion (CTE) of the bus-
tape relative to the carbon-fibre, co-curing at high temperature stretches the tape and in-
duces stresses in the final face-sheet at temperatures below the cure temperature. These
stresses can lead to curved face-sheets which can cause problems during local support core
assembly. The degree to which the co-cured face-sheet deforms is reduced by performing
the co-cure on a custom designed curved tool which produces a curved face-sheet at 120�C
which then becomes flat at room temperature.

Cooling Structure

As local supports have all their service connections at one end (staves at z ~1.4 m, petals at
R ~1 m), the cooling tubes pass along the full length of the local support and return via a
U-bend (either close to z = 0 m or R ⇡ 0.4 m). Using both the flow and return arms max-
imises the area available for heat transfer into the fluid and hence the tubes are located at
a symmetric distance around the centre-line of the local support such that heat flow from
the module is divided into four sections of equal length and heat flux. In order to ensure
that the structure is balanced with respect to thermally induced stresses, the cooling tubes
are located in the mid-plane of the local support. The interface between the tube and the
face-sheet is formed using a thermally conducting carbon-foam (Allcomp K9, 130 ppi2),

2 pores per square inch

190

ALICE,	LHCb	and	NA62	develop	micro-channel	
cooling

A.	Mapelli,	3rd	FCC	Physics	and	Experiments	Workshop	
13-17	January	2020	indico.cern.ch/event/838435		

Alessandro Mapelli

NA62 GigaTracKer

14

~50 cm

Read-out 
board

Vacuum flange 
and feedthrough

Hybrid 
(not shown)

Microfluidic 
connectors

Cooling plate

1/16” SS capillaries

Manifolds 
(1/8” to 1/16”)

1/8” SS capillaries

Alessandro Mapelli | 20203rd FCC Physics and Experiments Workshop

Alessandro Mapelli | 20203rd FCC Physics and Experiments Workshop

BCTs on the backside of monolithic detectors
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FIG. 1. Monolithic pixel detector fabri-
cated with CMOS compatible covalent
bonding.

performed in this work, and it is described as follows: wafers
were first placed into a surface treatment module to remove
native oxide. Then bonding was performed by applying a pres-
sure of 0.06 MPa while annealing for 60 minutes. For anneal-
ing temperatures higher than 200�C, the bulk surface energy
of silicon was reached (2.5 J/m2) with an amorphous silicon
layer at the interface whose thickness was around 3 nm.1 Thin
wafers stacking were successfully obtained with this tech-
nique6 and the electrical conduction through this interface
was demonstrated by Jung et al.7 Based on these prelimi-
nary results, this technology holds a great potential to fabri-
cate radiation detectors for high energy physics experiments
or biomedical applications,8,9 among other applications, since
charges generated by radiations in the sensitive bulk could be
collected by the CMOS circuitry by drifting across an electric
field (see FIG. 1). In addition, a CMOS-processed wafer could
also be bonded with a different semiconductor to optimize the
detection performances.

However, even though the conductivity at the interface
seems preserved, this does not guarantee that charges can
be collected efficiently, since they still need to drift through
the bonding interface. For this purpose, the Transient Cur-
rent Technique (TCT) is used in this work to characterize the
trap density and electric field at the bonding interface as mod-
elled by Bronuzzi et. al.10 TCT is a characterization technique
largely used11 to study the impact of radiation damage in PN
junctions and Schottky diodes.12 In TCT the current induced
by non-equilibrium charge carriers, normally generated using
a laser, is time resolved. The shape of the current transient
is related to the shape of the electric field inside the diode

through Ramo’s theorem.13 Two different TCT illumination
schemes were used in this work: one in which charges are
generated at the surface of the diode using lasers in the vis-
ible (normal TCT14), and another where charges were injected
from the edge with an infrared laser beam (edge TCT or
e-TCT15). In both cases, the current signal can be used to get
information about the effective doping concentration in the
silicon bulk,14 or the presence of interface layers with traps.10
In e-TCT, a spatially resolved profile of the electric field can
be obtained along the depth of the diode.15,16

In this work, a method to characterize thin interfaces (in
this case generated by the CMOS compatible covalent bond-
ing process) is described in detail through the analysis of the
shape of the TCT signal. In the first section, we will explain
the technology used for the low temperature silicon bond-
ing. Then, the second part will deal with the integration of the
Schottky diodes. Finally, the last section will present the TCT
measurements and data analysis.

II. CMOS COMPATIBLE COVALENT BONDING
In this section, bonding of unprocessed wafers, per-

formed by CEA-Leti in Grenoble, will be described. Six-
teen highly resistive (HR) P-type doped Czochralski wafers
(⇢>5 k⌦cm, 200 mm diameter) were used. A sketch of the
process flow is summarized in FIG. 2. Wafers were first oxi-
dized based on a wet thermal oxidation process to obtain a
1 µm thick silicon oxide layer. After this process, 14 wafers
were divided into two groups depending on their role: top
wafers and bottom wafers, sparing 2 of them that were kept

FIG. 2. Scheme of the process flow for
CMOS compatible wafer bonding.
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information about the effective doping concentration in the
silicon bulk,14 or the presence of interface layers with traps.10
In e-TCT, a spatially resolved profile of the electric field can
be obtained along the depth of the diode.15,16
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the technology used for the low temperature silicon bond-
ing. Then, the second part will deal with the integration of the
Schottky diodes. Finally, the last section will present the TCT
measurements and data analysis.
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wafersstackingweresuccessfullyobtainedwiththistech-
nique6andtheelectricalconductionthroughthisinterface
wasdemonstratedbyJungetal.7Basedontheseprelimi-
naryresults,thistechnologyholdsagreatpotentialtofabri-
cateradiationdetectorsforhighenergyphysicsexperiments
orbiomedicalapplications,8,9amongotherapplications,since
chargesgeneratedbyradiationsinthesensitivebulkcouldbe
collectedbytheCMOScircuitrybydriftingacrossanelectric
field(seeFIG.1).Inaddition,aCMOS-processedwafercould
alsobebondedwithadifferentsemiconductortooptimizethe
detectionperformances.

However,eventhoughtheconductivityattheinterface
seemspreserved,thisdoesnotguaranteethatchargescan
becollectedefficiently,sincetheystillneedtodriftthrough
thebondinginterface.Forthispurpose,theTransientCur-
rentTechnique(TCT)isusedinthisworktocharacterizethe
trapdensityandelectricfieldatthebondinginterfaceasmod-
elledbyBronuzziet.al.10TCTisacharacterizationtechnique
largelyused11tostudytheimpactofradiationdamageinPN
junctionsandSchottkydiodes.12InTCTthecurrentinduced
bynon-equilibriumchargecarriers,normallygeneratedusing
alaser,istimeresolved.Theshapeofthecurrenttransient
isrelatedtotheshapeoftheelectricfieldinsidethediode

throughRamo’stheorem.13TwodifferentTCTillumination
schemeswereusedinthiswork:oneinwhichchargesare
generatedatthesurfaceofthediodeusinglasersinthevis-
ible(normalTCT14),andanotherwherechargeswereinjected
fromtheedgewithaninfraredlaserbeam(edgeTCTor
e-TCT15).Inbothcases,thecurrentsignalcanbeusedtoget
informationabouttheeffectivedopingconcentrationinthe
siliconbulk,14orthepresenceofinterfacelayerswithtraps.10
Ine-TCT,aspatiallyresolvedprofileoftheelectricfieldcan
beobtainedalongthedepthofthediode.15,16

Inthiswork,amethodtocharacterizethininterfaces(in
thiscasegeneratedbytheCMOScompatiblecovalentbond-
ingprocess)isdescribedindetailthroughtheanalysisofthe
shapeoftheTCTsignal.Inthefirstsection,wewillexplain
thetechnologyusedforthelowtemperaturesiliconbond-
ing.Then,thesecondpartwilldealwiththeintegrationofthe
Schottkydiodes.Finally,thelastsectionwillpresenttheTCT
measurementsanddataanalysis.

II.CMOSCOMPATIBLECOVALENTBONDING
Inthissection,bondingofunprocessedwafers,per-

formedbyCEA-LetiinGrenoble,willbedescribed.Six-
teenhighlyresistive(HR)P-typedopedCzochralskiwafers
(⇢>5k⌦cm,200mmdiameter)wereused.Asketchofthe
processflowissummarizedinFIG.2.Waferswerefirstoxi-
dizedbasedonawetthermaloxidationprocesstoobtaina
1µmthicksiliconoxidelayer.Afterthisprocess,14wafers
weredividedintotwogroupsdependingontheirrole:top
wafersandbottomwafers,sparing2ofthemthatwerekept

FIG.2.Schemeoftheprocessflowfor
CMOScompatiblewaferbonding.
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FIG. 1. Monolithic pixel detector fabri-
cated with CMOS compatible covalent
bonding.

performed in this work, and it is described as follows: wafers
were first placed into a surface treatment module to remove
native oxide. Then bonding was performed by applying a pres-
sure of 0.06 MPa while annealing for 60 minutes. For anneal-
ing temperatures higher than 200�C, the bulk surface energy
of silicon was reached (2.5 J/m2) with an amorphous silicon
layer at the interface whose thickness was around 3 nm.1 Thin
wafers stacking were successfully obtained with this tech-
nique6 and the electrical conduction through this interface
was demonstrated by Jung et al.7 Based on these prelimi-
nary results, this technology holds a great potential to fabri-
cate radiation detectors for high energy physics experiments
or biomedical applications,8,9 among other applications, since
charges generated by radiations in the sensitive bulk could be
collected by the CMOS circuitry by drifting across an electric
field (see FIG. 1). In addition, a CMOS-processed wafer could
also be bonded with a different semiconductor to optimize the
detection performances.

However, even though the conductivity at the interface
seems preserved, this does not guarantee that charges can
be collected efficiently, since they still need to drift through
the bonding interface. For this purpose, the Transient Cur-
rent Technique (TCT) is used in this work to characterize the
trap density and electric field at the bonding interface as mod-
elled by Bronuzzi et. al.10 TCT is a characterization technique
largely used11 to study the impact of radiation damage in PN
junctions and Schottky diodes.12 In TCT the current induced
by non-equilibrium charge carriers, normally generated using
a laser, is time resolved. The shape of the current transient
is related to the shape of the electric field inside the diode

through Ramo’s theorem.13 Two different TCT illumination
schemes were used in this work: one in which charges are
generated at the surface of the diode using lasers in the vis-
ible (normal TCT14), and another where charges were injected
from the edge with an infrared laser beam (edge TCT or
e-TCT15). In both cases, the current signal can be used to get
information about the effective doping concentration in the
silicon bulk,14 or the presence of interface layers with traps.10
In e-TCT, a spatially resolved profile of the electric field can
be obtained along the depth of the diode.15,16

In this work, a method to characterize thin interfaces (in
this case generated by the CMOS compatible covalent bond-
ing process) is described in detail through the analysis of the
shape of the TCT signal. In the first section, we will explain
the technology used for the low temperature silicon bond-
ing. Then, the second part will deal with the integration of the
Schottky diodes. Finally, the last section will present the TCT
measurements and data analysis.

II. CMOS COMPATIBLE COVALENT BONDING
In this section, bonding of unprocessed wafers, per-

formed by CEA-Leti in Grenoble, will be described. Six-
teen highly resistive (HR) P-type doped Czochralski wafers
(⇢>5 k⌦cm, 200 mm diameter) were used. A sketch of the
process flow is summarized in FIG. 2. Wafers were first oxi-
dized based on a wet thermal oxidation process to obtain a
1 µm thick silicon oxide layer. After this process, 14 wafers
were divided into two groups depending on their role: top
wafers and bottom wafers, sparing 2 of them that were kept

FIG. 2. Scheme of the process flow for
CMOS compatible wafer bonding.
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generated at the surface of the diode using lasers in the vis-
ible (normal TCT14), and another where charges were injected
from the edge with an infrared laser beam (edge TCT or
e-TCT15). In both cases, the current signal can be used to get
information about the effective doping concentration in the
silicon bulk,14 or the presence of interface layers with traps.10
In e-TCT, a spatially resolved profile of the electric field can
be obtained along the depth of the diode.15,16

In this work, a method to characterize thin interfaces (in
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ing process) is described in detail through the analysis of the
shape of the TCT signal. In the first section, we will explain
the technology used for the low temperature silicon bond-
ing. Then, the second part will deal with the integration of the
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ing.Then,thesecondpartwilldealwiththeintegrationofthe
Schottkydiodes.Finally,thelastsectionwillpresenttheTCT
measurementsanddataanalysis.
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formedbyCEA-LetiinGrenoble,willbedescribed.Six-
teenhighlyresistive(HR)P-typedopedCzochralskiwafers
(⇢>5k⌦cm,200mmdiameter)wereused.Asketchofthe
processflowissummarizedinFIG.2.Waferswerefirstoxi-
dizedbasedonawetthermaloxidationprocesstoobtaina
1µmthicksiliconoxidelayer.Afterthisprocess,14wafers
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FIG. 1. Monolithic pixel detector fabri-
cated with CMOS compatible covalent
bonding.

performed in this work, and it is described as follows: wafers
were first placed into a surface treatment module to remove
native oxide. Then bonding was performed by applying a pres-
sure of 0.06 MPa while annealing for 60 minutes. For anneal-
ing temperatures higher than 200�C, the bulk surface energy
of silicon was reached (2.5 J/m2) with an amorphous silicon
layer at the interface whose thickness was around 3 nm.1 Thin
wafers stacking were successfully obtained with this tech-
nique6 and the electrical conduction through this interface
was demonstrated by Jung et al.7 Based on these prelimi-
nary results, this technology holds a great potential to fabri-
cate radiation detectors for high energy physics experiments
or biomedical applications,8,9 among other applications, since
charges generated by radiations in the sensitive bulk could be
collected by the CMOS circuitry by drifting across an electric
field (see FIG. 1). In addition, a CMOS-processed wafer could
also be bonded with a different semiconductor to optimize the
detection performances.

However, even though the conductivity at the interface
seems preserved, this does not guarantee that charges can
be collected efficiently, since they still need to drift through
the bonding interface. For this purpose, the Transient Cur-
rent Technique (TCT) is used in this work to characterize the
trap density and electric field at the bonding interface as mod-
elled by Bronuzzi et. al.10 TCT is a characterization technique
largely used11 to study the impact of radiation damage in PN
junctions and Schottky diodes.12 In TCT the current induced
by non-equilibrium charge carriers, normally generated using
a laser, is time resolved. The shape of the current transient
is related to the shape of the electric field inside the diode

through Ramo’s theorem.13 Two different TCT illumination
schemes were used in this work: one in which charges are
generated at the surface of the diode using lasers in the vis-
ible (normal TCT14), and another where charges were injected
from the edge with an infrared laser beam (edge TCT or
e-TCT15). In both cases, the current signal can be used to get
information about the effective doping concentration in the
silicon bulk,14 or the presence of interface layers with traps.10
In e-TCT, a spatially resolved profile of the electric field can
be obtained along the depth of the diode.15,16

In this work, a method to characterize thin interfaces (in
this case generated by the CMOS compatible covalent bond-
ing process) is described in detail through the analysis of the
shape of the TCT signal. In the first section, we will explain
the technology used for the low temperature silicon bond-
ing. Then, the second part will deal with the integration of the
Schottky diodes. Finally, the last section will present the TCT
measurements and data analysis.

II. CMOS COMPATIBLE COVALENT BONDING
In this section, bonding of unprocessed wafers, per-

formed by CEA-Leti in Grenoble, will be described. Six-
teen highly resistive (HR) P-type doped Czochralski wafers
(⇢>5 k⌦cm, 200 mm diameter) were used. A sketch of the
process flow is summarized in FIG. 2. Wafers were first oxi-
dized based on a wet thermal oxidation process to obtain a
1 µm thick silicon oxide layer. After this process, 14 wafers
were divided into two groups depending on their role: top
wafers and bottom wafers, sparing 2 of them that were kept

FIG. 2. Scheme of the process flow for
CMOS compatible wafer bonding.
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layer at the interface whose thickness was around 3 nm.1 Thin
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nique6 and the electrical conduction through this interface
was demonstrated by Jung et al.7 Based on these prelimi-
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or biomedical applications,8,9 among other applications, since
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collected by the CMOS circuitry by drifting across an electric
field (see FIG. 1). In addition, a CMOS-processed wafer could
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seems preserved, this does not guarantee that charges can
be collected efficiently, since they still need to drift through
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generated at the surface of the diode using lasers in the vis-
ible (normal TCT14), and another where charges were injected
from the edge with an infrared laser beam (edge TCT or
e-TCT15). In both cases, the current signal can be used to get
information about the effective doping concentration in the
silicon bulk,14 or the presence of interface layers with traps.10
In e-TCT, a spatially resolved profile of the electric field can
be obtained along the depth of the diode.15,16

In this work, a method to characterize thin interfaces (in
this case generated by the CMOS compatible covalent bond-
ing process) is described in detail through the analysis of the
shape of the TCT signal. In the first section, we will explain
the technology used for the low temperature silicon bond-
ing. Then, the second part will deal with the integration of the
Schottky diodes. Finally, the last section will present the TCT
measurements and data analysis.
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• Bonding area is glued: flat and secured
• Variable curvature (down to 1 cm radius)
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Configuration and Readout
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● Reference clock output works
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Lower	capacitance	
Amplifier	and	comparator	design	
Electronics	in	pixel	or	periphery	
Data	aggregation	between	chips		

Tile Conceptual Design 

I/O	Board.	Receives	power,	control	signals,	
CLK	and	trigger.	Takes	high-speed	data	
from	48	ASICs	&	multiplexes	together	to	a	
few	multi-Gb		(optical?)	links	

HV-CMOS	Quad	Module	(6	on	
top	and	3	on	bottom)	with	
Hybrid	based	on	Ilya	Tsurin’s	
RD53A	design	

High-speed	I/O	
Interconnect	to	route	
high	speed	signals	from	
quads	to	I/O	board	

Thermo-mechanical	
support	

Cables	from	under-side	
wrap	around	end	and	
wire-bonded	to	I/O	board	
	

First	Look	at	Thermal	FEA	of	HVCMOS	Tile	for	CEPC	Silicon	Tracker	 2	26/03/20	
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CEPC Oxford 2019Joel Goldstein

CHON-SEN Nathalie, 16th February 2010 PLUME mechanical support etc 1

PLUME mechanical support

16th february 2010

Joel Goldstein

CHON-SEN Nathalie, 16th February 2010 PLUME mechanical support etc 1

PLUME mechanical support

16th february 2010

PLUME v1

Version 0 prototypes tested in beam in 2009 

Version 1 (shown) produced in 2010 

~0.6% X0, large dead area, 8% SiC foam 

Tested in beam in 2011 and 2016

�14

PLUME	(Bristol,	Strsbourg,	DESY,	Frankfurt)

CPEC Oxford 2019Joel GoldsteinJoel Goldstein

CHON-SEN Nathalie, 16th February 2010 PLUME mechanical support etc 1

PLUME mechanical support

16th february 2010

PLUME

European R&D for ILC VXD ladders 

Strasbourg, DESY, Bristol, Frankfurt 

Double-sided modules Mimosa26 pixel sensors 

Kapton flex circuits 

SiC foam core

�13

MIMOSA26
SiC	
Foam

Kapton

J.	Goldstein,	2019	CEPC	Workshop,	Oxford	

Material budget

April 2019 7CEPC Workshop - Oxford

Perspective

Drill-down for pixel layers

• Low-material mechanics based on polyimide film
• Aluminium flexes to reduce Z
• Interposers to save space
• Helium as coolant ʹ good compromise between 

cooling potential and radiation length

Mu3e	(UK:	Bristol,	Liverpool,	Oxford,	UCL)	

MuPix ladder and modules

April 2019 8CEPC Workshop - Oxford

Inner layer half-shell prototypes

April 2019 9CEPC Workshop - Oxford

0.35%	X0	towards	~0.1%	X0

K.	Arndt,	2019	CEPC	Workshop,	Oxford	

ZMD: Convex module 

Silic

Bus 

Readout 
Composite 

ZMD	(QMUL,	RAL	&	Micron)
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ALICE ITS Upgrade LS2

Production, quality assurance 
and integration of staves mechanics 

Corrado Gargiulo
Massimo Angeletti

on behalf of ALICE ITS  upgrade working group

for the new ALICE Inner Tracking System

Forum on Tracking Detector Mechanics 2019

18/06/2019

2XWHU�%DUUHO�0RGXOH�$VVHPEO\�

��PDFKLQHV�GLVWULEXWHG�WR�GLIIHUHQW�FRQVWUXFWLRQ�VLWHV

(OHFWULFDO�LQWHUFRQQHFWLRQ�
�ZLUH�ERQGLQJ�

$VVHPEO\�7DEOH &KLS�7UD\

6HQVRU�VLGH
�2XWHU�%DUUHO�

/LYHUSRRO�LV�UHVSRQVLEOH�IRU�WKH�FRQVWUXFWLRQ�RI�����PRGXOHV��LQFO��VSDUHV��IRU�WKH�2XWHU�/D\HUV�
�XQWLO�HDUO\��������
&XUUHQWO\�LQ�SURGXFWLRQ�LQ�WKH�/LYHUSRRO�6HPLFRQGXFWRU�'HWHFWRU�&HQWUH�
,Q�SDUWQHUVKLS�ZLWK�%DUL��,7���6WUDVERXUJ��)5���3XVDQ��.5���:XKDQ��&1��

Infrastructure	in	Liverpool	&	Daresbury
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15 Overview and Status of the ITk Silicon Pixel Detector

Figure 15.19: ALPINE design for the inclined layout.

Four layers of half-cylindrical shells support the modules providing coverage up to h = 4.
Each ring in a shell can be placed independently from the sensors z position loaded in the
other shells.

Figure 15.20 shows the ring concept. Rings in different shells line up to provide a tight disk
like coverage.

Figure 15.20: Left: Ring concept. The composite half-cylindrical shells supporting the half rings
carrying the modules are shown in light brown. Right: layers lining up to provide coverage.

The half-ring is a sandwich of carbon laminates where the core is carbon-foam. In its neutral
plane a titanium cooling pipe and the service bus tape are placed. The heat generated by the
modules is taken away by the CO2 boiling system. The bus tape distributes the electrical
services to the modules and are alternatively bonded to the two carbon face-plates allowing
the adequate sensor overlap.

Figure 15.21 shows an exploded view of the assembly which is symmetric in its cross-

338

Mechanical Implementation: ATLAS Pixel SLIM

Page 8

• Heat management: Module Cells (Modularity)
– Base block with positioning pins soldered to CL
– Bonded cooling block (phase-change material + glue dots)
– TPG backing plate + loaded epoxy interfaces

Flat Cell
(120x40mm)

Material tailored 
for TFM needs 

(e.g. Al-Carbon 
Al-Diamond)

Cooling block

Base block

TPG

Sensor
Base block

Tilted Cell
(20x40mm)

S. MICHAL

Layer
TFM (K∙cm2∙W-1)

Conductive Convective Global

0 11 4.3 15
1 16 8.6 25
2 12 8.6 21
3 15 8.6 24
4 18 8.6 27

D. GIUGNI

OB Prototyping: Truss Structure

Page 12

• CFRP Truss Structure (filament winding construction)

~45g/m

End-of-longeron 
support

Truss

Central 
Sandwich

Interface supports      
(pipe + base blocks)

– 2 x TRUSS + Central sandwich step
– CFRP interface supports
– 2 x end-of-longeron supports

RAL	and	Liverpool



PhysicsConclusions

A	Higgs	factory	offers	exciting	physics	
potential.	
Vertex	and	tracking	detectors	play	an	
important	role.	
There	are	lots	of	detector	developments	
going	on	worldwide,	in	particular	CLIC	has	
spawned	a	lot	of	R&D.	Many	developments	
I	have	not	been	able	to	cover	(hybrid	
detectors,	MIMOSA	and	derivatives	with	full	
frame	readout,		SoI,	ARCADIA,	Monopix,	
MALTA….)	
The	UK	has	a	strong	position	in	various	
areas.	
TJ	65nm	with	ultra-thin	stitched	sensors	are	
an	exciting	opportunity	for	a	high	resolution	
low	mass	vertex	detector.	Share	the	
development	(cost)	with	many	countries	and	
experiments:	usage	in	ALICE,	EIC,	Higgs	
factory….	
UK	(RAL)	was	instrumental	in	launching	
modern	MAPS!	

ALPIDE	is	a	good	and	available	(back-up)	
choice	for	a	vertex	detector,	especially	when	
combined	with	a	fast	tracking	detector.	
ATLASPix	is	a	good	starting	point	for	a	(fast)	
tracking	detector	with	a	large	user	and	
development	base	(in	the	UK),	available	now	
for	large	tracking	detector	development.	
It	is	evolving	for	a	Higgs	factory.	
Long	standing	R&D	projects	and	new	
experiences	with	low	mass	detectors	(Mu3e,	
PLUME,	ZMD….)	
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